
Music 
  
The Second Graders have worked very hard this semester.  Here are some of the things that 
they have learned in music. 
  
Folk Dances- Folk dances help us discover the musical concepts of beat and form.  They also 
help us to share space and work together.  Plus, they are really fun.  
Rhythm (patterns of sound and silence) 
Rumble in the Jungle………………………………………….…Book by:  Giles Andreae  
We learned about short and long rhythms in the speech piece.  We played these rhythms in a 
pattern on the large drums.  
The Mitten............................................................................................A Ukrainian Folktale 
We learned about short and long rhythms in the speech piece. We also learned about the  
different timbres of classroom percussion instruments. For this reason, we chose a different  
instrument to represent each animal. 
Expression/ Tempo (how fast the music moves) 
In the Hall of the Mountain King……………………………………………………..Greig 
The students learned about changing tempo as they moved faster and faster to get the trolls to 
their place during this fun piece.   
Melody (how the pitches of music move up, down and stay the same) 
Acka, Backa…………………………………………………………….American Game Song 
We played a fun game and did a clapping with this song.  After we figured out the rhythm to this 
song we realized that the song only uses three pitches, Mi, La and Sol.   We also played the 
song on the xylophones. 
All Are Welcome Here…………………………………………………………….Book by Penfold 
The students sang and added instrument parts to this inclusive story.  They also played the 
repeated pattern which included a descending melody.  
We Are Dancing in the Forest……………………………………………….American Play Party 
The students discovered that there are 3 pitches in this song and determined which are high, 
middle and low.  
Form (the way the music is put together) 
Charlie Parker Played Be Bop……………..Book by Chris Ratchka/Song by Dizzy Gillespie 
We read this book that was written to be read with the song, “Night in Tunisia.”  The students 
then learned about the form of the song and played rhythm sticks in different patterns to 
correspond with that form. 
 
We have had a great time discovering and learning together. I have really enjoyed teaching 
music to your child. Please feel free to contact me if there are questions regarding the 
curriculum or the district benchmarks.  
Michele Helner  
Music Educator  
323-6610 mhelner@portageps.org 


